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Although several members of the faculty have called the committee to
inform them, others are most reluctant to give any kind of notice. Al
though specific instances where the families were not remembered are
not known, there no doubt are such cases. These have resulted totally
because of lack of information. It would be most helpful if the academic
deans and chairmen of departments would notify the committee immediately.
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FACULTY SENATE

M. C. Wren, Chairman

The Faculty Senate convened regularly on the third Thursday of each
month to hear reports of its standing committees and to conduct such other
business as came before it. Among its more important actions, the Senate
accepted, with modifications, the recommendations of the Curriculum Com
mittee for the first serious revision of the curriculum, including restricted
electives, to come before it in many years; accepted in principal the in
auguration of an Honors Program, if adequate financing should be forthcoming;
established, upon the recommendation of the Budget and Policy Committee, a
student-faculty committee to explore the possibility for greater studentfaculty cooperation in affairs of interest and concern to the University;
recommended that the Budget and Policy Committee choose the members of an
ad hoc committee to consult with an off-campus person on the proposal for
a statement of policy on salaries and promotions; approved, on the recommenda
tion of the Commencement Committee, the elimination of the Baccalaureate
exercise and the concentration of the graduation exercises in two days.
The Senate met in special session on February 2h to draft an appeal to
the State Legislature to remove the ceiling on retirement pay. The draft,
which passed unanimously, was forwarded to the Speaker of the House of
Representatives and the Lieutenant Governor as presiding officer in the
Montana Senate. No answer was received.

o

FOREIGN STUDENTS COMMITTEE
Professor Vedder M. Gilbert, Chairman

The Foreign Student Committee has this year concerned itself with
the welfare of 178 foreign students. The largest number, 120, are
Canadians. There are seven each from Hong Kong and from India. Great
Britain, Uganda, and Tanzania each sent us three students. Two each
have come from Sweden, Hungary, Nepal, Pakistan, Switzerland, and the
Netherlands. From Europe there was a single representative from Greece,
Italy, Norway, Iceland, Germany; from the Near East, Jordan, Iran-from Africa, Sudan, Nigeria, Mali, Malawi, Sierra Leone; from the Far
East, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Philippines. And from South
America, Mexico, Brazil, Ecuador, Venezuela, and Panama. Exclusive of
the Canadians, ten of these students were on campus for graduate work
or special advanced studies. Nearly one-third of the non-Canadian
students were sponsored by an agency.
In the past years the number of Canadians have fallen off. It may
be assumed that the trend will continue and will be felt next year in
the other group. The Committee, aware that the waiver of fees must be
limited and that the undergraduate who comes to the campus for a year
usually cannot transfer credits to his home university, has suggested
to the Dean of Students Office that where financial assistance can be
granted it be given to foreign students who wish to earn a graduate
degree at our university. With this shift in emphasis, there will be
fewer sponsored undergraduates.
Whatever new students do come, they will find that a hospitality
committee has been set up that makes it possible for them, if they
wish, to have a three-day homestay with a Missoula family. This policy
apparently has been most efficacious for the host families do much to
assist the new student with his orientation.
One of the early problems each Autumn Quarter is housing. With
the growth of the student body and an emphasis upon graduate students,
a need for an International House deserves consideration. A report of
exploratory discussions has been made to the Committee. The question
of board, as well as room, is worthy of consideration. Many of our
students are non-Christians following dietary restrictions that are
not easily satisfied by public restaurants. The cooperation of the
university food services has been sought but not pursued.
The Committee is grateful to the many university services that join
to improve the welfare of the students from abroad, but if finds special
gratification in the assistance it receives from Dean Arnold Bolle of
the School of Forestry and his faculty who do so much for their foreign
students beyond academic advising.
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HONORS COUNCIL COMMITTEE
Professor Walter N. King, Chairman

During the academic year, 1964-65, the Honors Council was composed
of the following members of the faculty: Robert B. Ammons, Psychology;
William R. Ballard, Mathematics; Linus J, Carleton, Education; John P. Krier,
Forestry; R. Keith Osterheld, Chemistry; Vernon F. Snow, History; John L.
Wai les. Pharmacy; Ellis WaJdron, Political Science; Eugene Weigel, Music;
and Walter N, King, English, who served as chairman.
During Autumn Quarter, J964, the Council met weekly.
Its business
was the development of a proposal for an Honors Program suitable for Montana
State University— one that superior students could, it was hoped, participate
in regardless of major.
On January 6, 1965, the Council agreed unanimously to forward to the
Curriculum Committee its proposal. By the end of January this proposal was
accepted by the Curriculum Committee as worthy of submission to the Faculty
Senate f>r discussion and amendment, and of course for rejection or approval.
The Curriculum Committee made minor suggestions regarding the proposal, but
these were essentially editorial, not substantive.
Early in February, 1965, the proposal was submitted to all members
of the faculty for their study and suggestions, and shortly afterwards the
proposal was discussed publicly at a meeting of the local chapter of AAUP,
On March II, 1965, at a meeting of the Faculty Senate it was moved
and seconded that the Senate approve the Honors Proposal in principle. This
motion passed without dissent.
It was also moved and seconded that this
proposal be implemented only if adequate budgeting be provided. This motion
also passed without dissent.
On March 29, 1965, Vice-President Abbott informed the Chairman of
the Honors Council that adequate budgeting could not be provided at this
time and that therefore the Honors Program could not be put into operation
by the fall of 1965, This being the case, the Chairman saw no reason to
call any further meetings of the Council, and he laid aside such administra
tive tasks as advertising the Program state-wide, encouraging prospective
Honors students to enter the program, and recruiting staff for the two
inter-disci piinary courses in the Humanities and the Social Sciences which
the Honors Program called for. At the same time, he informed the Committees
for the Humanities and for the Social Sciences^-arrd The College of Arts &
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-2Science§, who were already at work developing the content for these two
courses^to cease laboring on them for the time being.
Enclosed is a copy of the Honors Proposal as passed by the Faculty
Senate.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR AN HONORS PROGRAM
FOR MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Justification for an Honors Program in any American university or college
is scarcely necessary any longer0 Indeed,, almost the reverse is true0 For
today the college or university which does not offer an Honors Program is all
but forced to justify its failure to have one in operation and developing in
all sorts of unexpected ways, simply because of its own momentum,, Thus, the
question has became not what the college or university should do for the su
perior student /for the purposes of this proposal this term will mean, in
general, the student who places in the 90th percentile and above in ACT and
other placement tests given to entering freshmen at MSUj but what individual
colleges and universities are doing for their superior students? To be even
more precise, what is Montana State University doing for its?
The answer to this question is clear and unequivocal! little or nothing,
in spite of the efforts of a small number of faculty members and departments,
who are desperately trying to keep the Honors idea alive in spite of dismaying
odds„ But it is this unhappy truth that over the last year has led to discus
sion of the possibility of establishing an Honors Program by two formally
appointed faculty bodies0 The first of these, the Committee on Independent
Study^and^ Honors (1963-196h) recommended in its Report to the Curriculum Study
Coordinating Committee (dated March 30, I 9 6 I1) that an Honors Program for MSU
be established with some kind of interdisciplinary emphasis,, This report was
approved, in principle, by the Faculty Senate in June, 1961;„ As a result, the
present Honors Council was organized during the summer of 196I|, and to it was
delegated the task of designing a workable Honors Program for this institution„
In the opinion of the Council, the proposal that follows represents a
planned program of Honors and standard courses which together constitute a
reasonable means by which students who elect to do so can seek not only a
Departmental Honors degree, but in addition a degree that involves the suc
cessful completion of a General Honors Program,, The proposal is not complex
in comparison with Honors Programs already thriving in neighboring institutions
like Washington State University and the University of Oregon. Neither is it
expensive in comparison with Honors Programs in those institutions and in others„
Generally speaking, it is within our resources in money, faculty and available
students, but it is not a cheap program and it will place some strain— but the
right kind of strain— upon all our resources to begin with. The Council is not
under the delusion that the Program is ideal, but it strikes us as practical and
we hope that it is flexible enough to permit growth of the two types of Honors
courses which we believe are essential in any healthy Honors Program: inter
disciplinary courses where they can be most effective, and Honors courses
organized by the departments and schools for their own majors primarily, but
also for all qualified Honors students0
The proposal is predicated upon five propositions:
1„

that all Group Requirements and the English Composition Requirement be
waived for Honors students, on the understanding that by the completion
of the freshman and sophomore years they will have enrolled in a suf
ficient number of prescribed standard and Honors courses to have more
than attained such general education as is implicit in the fulfillment
of Group Requirements; on the understanding that students who drop out
of the Program can apply credits earned In all Honors courses toward
the satisfaction of Group Requirements; and on the understanding
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that students who do not maintain good standing in the Program will be
dropped from it 3
2 ,

that an Honors Program for superior students should be designed in the
best interest of the individual student in the hope that he will enjoy
reasonable freedom to develop his own potentialities;

3,

that in a university with as diversified a student body as that of MSU
no one program for the lower or upper division years will be either
appropriate for all Honors students or practical, and that accordingly
a flexible approach should be developed that allows for every reasonable
option;

k.

5.

that there is no substitute for study in depth within the major field,
and that to implement this proposition, the various departments and
schools should offer Honors courses for their own Honors majors, and
for those of other majors qualified to enroll in them, at whatever
level seems advisable; and
that terms such as "breadth’* and "depth" are relative in meaning and
usage and should not be used, cliche-fashion, to obstruct either the
short-range or long-range planning of an Honors Program,

THE PROGRAM ITSELF
The program has two partss
(1) a fairly uniform, but flexible set of require
ments for the freshman and sophomore years (what we. call the Lower Division Honors
Program); and (2 ) a considerably more flexible set of possible requirements for
the junior and senior years (what we call the Upper Division Honors Program).
A,

The Lower Division Honors Program includes the following requirements,
the number of credit-hours of each of which
will vary from discipline
to
discipline (see the "model programs" for various types of disciplines
which appear later in this document) 5
1,
2,
3,

An interdisciplinary Core Course in the humanities.
An interdisciplinary Core Course in the social sciences,
Five quarters of a foreign language, or the equivalent, if the
department or school requires it and can schedule it during the
lower division years. If not, this requirement can be scheduled
according to the discretion of the department or school.
It. At least one year-course in a laboratory science (the course
offered for science majors); or two sciences or even three,,
depending upon the requirements of the major department or school.
3. At least one credit-carrying course in mathematics, or several
courses In mathematics, or two years of mathematics, depending
upon the requirements of the major department or school,
6 , Courses required by the major department or school, courses required
for the minor (if one is necessary), courses required for teacher
certification, and electives.
With respect to this program, the Council assumes that it must be
adapted to the needs of individual disciplines and that detailed planning
of precisely what courses the individual Honors student must enroll in
will have to be undertaken by each department and school in collaboration
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with the Honors Council0 The Council wishes to emphasize that it is
in no position to be categorical about specific details and must depend
upon the cooperation of schools and departments if this proposed Lower
Division Honors Program is to be successful. In general,, however,, the
Council assumes that there needs to be some kind of coherent approach
by all disciplines, hence the two interdisciplinary Core Courses,,
though we assume that there will be as many as six routes for satisfy
ing the general requirements outlined above, one each for Honors students
in the humanities, the social sciences, the physical science,, the
biological sciences, and mathematics, and one (probably several) for
the professional schools0
The thinking that has led us to this kind of framework should
perhaps be summarized at this point„ We take the view that to oblige
all Honors students, regardless of aptitude or interest to fulfill
exactly the same set of specific requirements is open to criticism
as doctrinaire on the one'hand and impractical on the other0 It
seems to us, for instance, that the number of mathematics courses it
is reasonable to require of an Honors student majoring in science is
bound to be larger than the number of mathematics courses required of
an Honors student majoring in the humanities or social sciences0
Nevertheless, in a society as technological as ours, it seems reason
able to believe that intelligent university graduates ought to have
some knowledge of college mathematics„ Accordingly, we argue that
all Honors students must enroll in one or more mathematics courses,
but that all Honors students need not enroll in the same number or in
the same courses, (similarly, with respect to science courses,
humanities courses, social science courses). The criterion that
ought to shape the development of a workable Honors Program should
be the quality'of the course and the quality of the Honors student's
response to it, not the same number of credit-hours in this, that and
something else for all Honors students— as if excellence is finally
measurable only in quantitative terms 0
To this end, we refer the faculty to the "model programs" already
alluded to 0 We include them only as a way of suggesting somewhat
graphically what individual Honors Programs for freshmen and sophomores
might look like,, These programs are merely suggestive„ They are not
meant to be taken as utterly rigid frameworks, though they may seem
somewhat inflexible at first glance0 The Council knows that each pro
gram is subject to detailed changes from discipline to discipline,
though we believe that if the Lower Division Honors Program is to have
any coherent pattern, it must possess some kind of overall approach
which can be stretched and bent and shaped in different ways, but
cannot be finally torn apart 0 We remind the faculty that in a univer
sity where to a large degree every discipline is engaged in some form
of professional education that necessitates the stipulation of a large
number of course requirements, there is finally not much flexibility
in any student's choice of courses, once he has decided upon a major0
And since Honors students must also graduate with a major, there is a
limit to what can be demanded of them, if they are to graduate within
four years 0
The Council wishes to reiterate, however, that we are more than
willing to agree to reasonable changes with respect to particular
programs for individual disciplines. In fact, we expect to, and so
we are requesting the staffs of the departments and schools to examine
the "model programs" with an eye to essential changes and adjustments
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so that their own Honors majors may participate in the Lower Division
Honors Program to optimum advantage„ (Following almost all "model
programs" appears a "Comment" section, which the Council hopes will
provide a key to its thinking and will suggest reasons why the Council
takes certain positions,, either explicitly or implicitly,,)
The Upper Division Honors Program includes the following requirements?
1„

A series of colloquia, a yet-to-be-stipulated number of which will
be taken by all Honors students during the junior and senior years„
Subject matter will vary from colloquium to colloquium, depending
upon the decision of the instructor responsible for each.

2o

Requirements within the major, to be established by the depart
ments and schools in collaboration with the Honors Council,, The
Council suggests that these requirements should consist of several,
or all, of the following types of courses:
a.
b»
Co
do
e„
f.

Honors sections of standard courses„
Standard courses required by the major department or school.
Seminars for Honors students„
Independent study<>
Independent research and/or a senior thesis,,
A comprehensive examination (oral, written, or both).

With respect to this program, the Council believes that some type
of interdisciplinary course should be part of the Upper Division Honors
Program, even though we feel that during these two years the prime
Honors emphasis should be upon Honors courses within the major. The
colloquium approach seems most practical„ In addition to being fun,
colloquia provide a means by which Honors students from widely differ
ent disciplines can be brought together to engage their minds on common,
and important, topics— -many of them, we assume, contemporary issues„
The precise number of colloquia to be required of any Honors student
cannot, perhaps, be stated categorically, and probably should be left
to the discretion of individual departments and schools, though if the
colloquia are successfully engineered and overseen from the start,
Honors students will probably enroll in them without being pressured
to do so.
With respect to departmental requirements for Honors students, the
Council can suggest nothing but general guidelines„ We assume that re
quirements will vary from discipline to discipline and that every depart
ment and school will want to develop a program of high calibre. We also
assume that all strictly Honors courses developed within the departments
and schools will be open to all qualified Honors students from outside
the major.
Recognition of Honors students will operate as follows:
10

Recognition for students completing satisfactorily the Lower Division
Honors Program:
a.

All Honors students who complete the Lower Division Honors Program
with a cumulative GPA of 3o0 will be awarded Lower Division Honors
on the recommendation of the Honors Council,, This award will be
printed on their diploma at graduation,,

b„

A similar award m i l be granted students who enter the Program
no later than the beginning of Autumn Quarter of their sophomore
year and who complete satisfactorily the sophomore interdisciplinary course and such other requirements as are decided
upon by their major department and the Honors Council0

(COMMENTj the Council is convinced that early recognition of superior
scholarly achievement will provide strong incentive for entrance into
both of the Honors Programs proposed heres and especially for entrance
into the Upper Division Honors Program by those who have completed
satisfactorily the lower Division Honors Program,, This kind of incentive
has been employed elsewhere with good results,, though the tendency is
to abandon Lower Division Honors^ once the total four-year program has
taken root and early recognition no longer seems essential0
The Council feelss too,, that provision must be made for students who
enter the Lower Division Honors Program during or after the freshman
years either because they declined to enter the Program to begin with
or did not appear ready for it as entering freshmen,, Students who have
earned a high GPA during their freshman year shoulds in fact,, be encouraged to enter the Program by the beginning of the sophomore year0
And,, with proper safeguards5 provision must be made for entry into
the Program of the brilliant^, but erratic student*, for idiom an Honors
program often amounts to academic salvation*,)
20

Recognition for students completing satisfactorily the Upper
Division Honors Program;
a0

All Honors students who have earned Sophomore Honors and have
completed satisfactorily the requirements for Upper Division
Honors within the major department or school will graduate with
Departmental Honors and High University Honors0

b„

All Honors students who have not earned Sophomore Honors,, but
have completed satisfactorily the requirements for Upper
Division Honors within the major department or school will
graduate with Departmental Honors and University Honors „

Co

Students who lave not participated in either the Lower Division
Honors Program or the Upper Division Honors Program^ but have
a sufficiently high GPA may be graduated with Departmental or
High Departmental Honors upon the recommendation of the major
department or school and the concurrence of the Honors Council0

(COMMENT; The Council realizes that the preceding recommendation will
seem somewhat revolutionarys if not presumptuouss to some members of
the faculty,, But it seems to us that if the University is to be
genuinely concerned with the education of the superior student*, it
must also be concerned with honoring that student signally enough so
that he will voluntarily accept and complete the obligations implicit
in any Honors Program worth being a part of„ A substantial distinction
at graduation between students who have chosen voluntarily to under
take more and better work than is demanded of students unwilling to
complete more than minimal requirements for a degree ought therefore
to be a part of our proposal,, Otherwise,, considering the prevailing
sociology of this campuss bright students will be only too likely to
settle for the present award of departmental honorse

.6=
Furthermore, it is common knowledge across the campus that our present
system of granting honors at graduation needs standardizing by some
reasonable means0 To grant a student Honors almost solely because of
a high GPA is mechanical*, to sajr the least,, and promotes inequities in
the awarding of Honors from discipline to discipline,, The Honors
Council is not eager to assume the burden of standardizing the granting
of Honors, but it knows of no other faculty body that is presently
studying this issue, which is certainly ripe for reconsideration,,)

MODEL PROGRAMS
FOR HONORS STUDENTS DURING THE LOWER DIVISION TEARS
PROGRAM FOR HONORS STUDENTS IN THE HUMANITIES
lo

20

3„

5„

60

An interdisciplinary Core Course in the humanities,
designed by representatives of the humanistic dis
ciplines o The Council believes that this course
should not be of the survey type,, but should consist
of studies in depth of specific issues common to all
these disciplineso All Honors students majoring in
this group will take this course throughout the fresh
man year,,
Five auarters of a foreign language, or the equivalent,
if the major department requires it„
A year-course in one of the physical or biological
sciences (the course required of all majors in that
science)„ Science departments that do not offer any
freshman level courses for their own majors should
suggest a year-sequence of courses suitable for Honors
students„

9 hrs

1 5 - 2 3 hrs

1 5 hrs

At least one credit-carrying course in mathematics„
The student will enroll in whichever freshman course
he is adequately prepared for, on the understanding
that decision on this matter will belong to the
Department ofMathematics„

5 hrs

An interdisciplinary Core Course in the social sciences,
to be designed by representatives of the social science
disciplines„ Not a survey course, this course will
consist of studies in depth of specific issues to which
each discipline can make substantive contributions»
Honors students in this group will enroll in this Core
Course throughout thesophomore year,,

9 hrs

Courses reouired by the major department, courses
necessary for certification as a secondary school
teacher, courses necessary for the minor, and
electives„
TOTAL

1410

2 9 - 3 6 hrs

90 hrs

-7(COMMENT: The blocking out of eredit=hours is not meant to be absolute^ it is
an educated guess based upon the Council’s appraisal of the realities of the
local situation0 The thinking that has led us to recommend this program follows
below:
10

The Council has assumed from the start that in planning an Honors
Program we should tamper with the existing course structure as little
as possibleo Accordingly? the best approach appears to be the sub
stitution of interdisciplinary Core Courses for the present introductory
courses in the humanities and social science groupss without however,,
our feeling bound to duplicate the present number of credits required
of all students in these two groups0 In our judgment the Core Course
in the humanities requires no more than 9 hourss since Honors students
belonging to this group will enroll in enough other courses within their
respective majors to accumulate a goodly number of credits in the major*,
and since the demands upon students enrolled in this type of course
should promote a high qualitative response„ Quality should outweigh
all quantitative considerations in the planning of an Honors Program,,

2 a We assume that the Core course in the humanities will substitute for
the present General l£l=15)2“15>3 (Humanities) and for History 101-102-103
(Western Civilization)„
3o

We presume that most of the Honors students in this group will place
fairly high in a foreign language and will therefore enjoy a considerable
number of "free hours11 to add to the number of elective creditsc We
also hope that within the next few years the Department of Foreign
Languages will be able to offer to Honors students introductory language
courses that cover in one year what is normally taught in five quarters
here„ Such courses are now being offered to superior students elsewhere
with heartening results0

lu

The majority of the Council agree that it is absurd to suppose that a
student can learn anything genuinely valuable about the nature of
sciences or about the nature of any one science^ if he is permitted to
take a smattering of credits in several sciences0 Hences the majority
argue that Honors students in this group should be obliged to concentrate
upon only one science and that they engage in rigorous laboratory study
of that science,, This view is based upon the following reasons:
a0

The staffs of the science departments are not eager to develop
interdisciplinary science courses owing to the legitimate fear of
dilution of subject matter0

b0

Since Honors students majoring in science would be obliged to
enroll in appropriate introductory science courses and could not
therefore enroll in interdisciplinary coursess it would be economically
wasteful to develop such courses for a relatively small number of
Honors students0

Co

It is doubtful whether non~science majors would have a scientific
background adequate enough for an interdisciplinary course in science
to be meaningful to them 0

d0

Non-science Honors students would be doing the equivalent of Honors
works for them,, by undertaking the rigors of science courses designed
for science majors0

vs /

-8The Council as a whole does not, however, frown on the idea of inter
disciplinary courses in the sciences, if the staffs of the various
departments should wish to develop them* And the Council would welcome
an interdisciplinary course in the history and philosophy of science,
to be offered preferably during the junior and senior years 0
5*

The Council believes that Honors students in this group should have some
acquaintance with college mathematics0 The question is how much1
? This
question is complicated by the fact that among entering freshmen scoring
in the 90th percentile and above in ACT /xce 0 in the mathematics placement
test7 in September, 196k s on this campus, only about $0% scored high
enough in the mathematics placement test for enrollment in Math 116 and
aboveo let the other $ 0% appear to be good prospects for an Honors
Program, in spite of inadequate preparation in mathematics0 Conseouently,
where there is such diversity among entering freshmen;, it seems wise to
assume that requirements in mathematics for Honors students should be
flexible from group to group and subject to satisfaction by means of one
or more options0 There is a further possibility?
that the Department
of Mathematics could develop an Honors Mathematics Course for the freshman
student,'one that would meet the reouirements for a diversified group of
students, while at the same time prepare Honors students in mathematics
and the sciences for sophomore mathematics courses0

6*

We assume that Honors students in the humanities will enroll in the Core
Course in the social sciences throughout the sophomore year, and so will
be taking one interdisciplinary course each year0 There would be, then,
in both the Core Courses, once the program has entered its second year,
a highly mixed student populationc In the humanities Core Course we
would find freshmen from the humanities group and sophomores from the
social science group 0 In the social science Core Course we would find
freshmen from the social science group and sophomores from the humanities
groupo And in both courses we would find freshmen and sophomores from
the science and mathematics groups and from the professional schools,,
We believe there is great virtue in bringing together in this kind of
course Honors students £rom as many disciplines as possible* Esprit de
corps and range of interest ought to be furthered, and Honors students
should begin to recognize that disciplinary boundaries for truly educated
people are artificial and not the result of natural law*

7*

Among members of the Council opinion is divided as to whether or not to
recommend a one-quarter Honors course in English Composition, a course
designed for the superior student* Should the faculty desire such a
course, the Department of English is willing to develop one, and the
Council is agreeable to including it among the requirements for all
Honors students*

8*

It should also be noticeable that except for the Core Courses the Council
does not specify during which year most of these courses are to be taken*
Individual departments will probably want to route their own students
their own way*

9*

The Council
disciplines
level* The
departments

hopes, of course, that some Honors courses within individual
will develop over the next few years on at least the sophomore
Council will do all it can to recompense adequately those
and schools which pioneer in this way*
vst2_

B. PROGRAM FOR HONORS STUDENTS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
1®

2.

3»

^ ie_ interdisciplinary Core Course in the social sciences.
to be taken throughout the freshman year0

9 hrs

Five quarters of a foreign language, or the equivalent.
if the major department requires it„

2 3 hrs

A year-course in one of the physical or biological sciences0
Type^of coursej, etc., would be similar to that described
within the Program for Honors students in the humanities0

15 hrs

I.

At least one credit-carrying course in mathematics0 Since
some departments may want their Honors students to enroll
in more than one course in mathematics, additional courses
will be acceptable to the Honors Council,, The Department
of Mathematics will be responsible for placing Honors students
in this group in the proper mathematics courses0
5 - 1 5 hrs

5.

The interdisciplinary Core
to be taken throughout the

6.

Course in the humanities,,
sophomore year 0

Courses required by the major department, courses
necessary for certification as a secondary school
teacher, courses necessary for the minor, andelectives0
TOTAL

9 hrs

19-29

hrs
9 0 hrs

(COMMENT; The blocking out of hours for this program is only a reasonable guess
and may not be realistic. On this matter the Council will gladly accept guidance
from the various departments. Since most of the thinking that has led to the
development of^ this "model program" is similar to that for the "model program”
In the humanities, it will not be given here, except for two points;
1,

The Council assumes that the Core Course in the social
sciences requires no more than 9 hours for reasons
similar to those that lead us to believe that the Core
Course in the humanities requires no more than 9 hours 0
Again, quality should outweigh quantitative considera
tions.

2.

The Council assumes that the Core Course in the social
sciences will be considered by the social sciences as a
substitute for their present introductory courses, whereever possible, and that all Honors students can assume
that satisfactory completion of this course will permit
entrance into more advanced social science courses by all
Honors students.

C. PROGRAM FOR HONORS STUDENTS IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES
1,

The Core Course in the humanities0

9 hrs

2,

The Core Course in the social sciences.

9 hrs

-10=

o

3o

Uo
5,

60

Two to three year-courses in appropriate sciences, one or two
of them in the student’s
major; theotherinwhatever science
is required by the major
department,,Bothcourses willbe
those required or science majors„
30—
Approximately 2 years of mathematics0

hrs

25=30 hrs

Five quarters of a foreign language, or the equivalent,
if the major department requires itj or, owing to
scheduling problems, the first three quarters to be
taken during the sophomore year, with the last two
quarters to be taken during the junior year; or all five
quarters to be taken during the junior and senior years 0
Electives
TOTAL

0 - 2 3 hrs

0-17 hrs
90=116 hrs

(COMMENT; The blocking out of hours for this program is highly problematical0
The thinking behindeach of the decisions implied above follows below:

D0
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10

The Council believes that the two Core Courses should be taken by all
Honors students majoring in the sciences, but leaves to the discretion
of individual departments the decision as to which Core Course should
be enrolled in throughout each year 0 It may even be necessary to
delay enrollment in one of the courses until the junior year 0

20

The Council draws attention to the fact that Honors students in the
sciences and mathematics will, on a quantitative basis, be required to
fulfill only an l 8 ~hour requirement in the humanities and social sciences,
whereas ordinary students in these disciplines are required to fulfill
a 2l(.=hour requirement. This discrepancy we justify by assuming again
that quality should outweigh quantityin any Honors Program,
The two
Core Courses should more than make up
in depth for what they may lack in
breadth. If they do not, they cannot
be justified as Honors courses.
On the other hand, the individual Honors student in science or mathematics
is not prohibited from enrolling in standard courses in the humanities
and social science groups, or in Honors courses in these groups, once
they have developed. The business of an Honors Program is, after all,
to stimulate superior students to venture out of their own disciplines
voluntarily rather than by fiat,)

PROGRAM FOR HONORS STUDENTS IN THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1 0 The Core Course in the humanities,

9 hrs

2,

The Core Course in the social sciences,

9 hrs

3,

At least one year of mathematics, the appropriate
courses to be prescribed by individual departments,

bo

Five quarters of a foreign language, or the equivalent,
if the major department requires it, to be scheduled
if possible during the first two years; otherwise to
be scheduled during the sophomore and junior years,
or during the junior and senior years0

v? v

1 3 - 1 5 hrs

0 = 2 3 hrs

5,

60

Three year-courses in science,, the appropriate areas
to be decided upon by individual departments0 These
courses will be those required of science majors,

h3 hrs

Electives

0 -lit hrs

TOTAL

90 hrs

(COMMENTS The blocking out of hours for this program is based upon the present
lower division programs in microbiology and zoology. The Council hopes that
what is suggested here is generally realistic,)

E,

PROGRAM FOR HONORS STUDENTS IN MATHEMATICS
io

The Core Course in the humanities„

9 hrs

2,

The Core Course in the

9 hrs

3»

A year-course in a physical or biological science* as
approved by the Department of Mathematics, Again it
is assumed that this course will be the course for
science majors,

If? hrs

ho

Five quarters of a foreign language* or the equivalent,

23 hrs

5,

Approximately two years of mathematics,

60

social sciences,

2 5 - 3 0 hrs

Electives,

lj hrs
TOTAL

(COMMENTS

F,

9 0 hrs

none seems necessary,)

PROGRAMS FOR HONORS STUDENTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS

No programs have yet been worked out for the schools* but It is clear that
for some of the schools an Honors Program similar to that outlined in these pages
poses major problems. The Council hopes* nevertheless* that they will find a
way that permits participation in the program— probably by means of reasonable
options* as has been the case in other universities. The Council invites all
the schools to submit programs for consideration or to request discussion meet
ings with the Council for forthright consideration of salient issues. The
Council wishes to emphasize that it does not want to close the door to
participation in the Honors Programs by the schools.

CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION INTO AND CONTINUANCE IN THE HONORS PROGRAM
I,

Entering Freshmen
Honors students will be recruited from among the top 10% of the entering
freshman class (those students scoring in the 9 0 $ percentile and above in
ACT and other placement tests). Screening procedures will be established
by the Honors Council through consultation with the Admissions Office, the
Counseling Service and the Department of Psychology, Selection of students

-12from among the top 1 0 $ will be based on high school grade averages* scores
from pre-college and college testing programs, and wherever possible* on the
recommendation of high school principals and high school counselors0 Screen
ing procedures will be reconsidered freauently and improved as our experience
with enrollment in the Program increases,
IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD THAT NO ENTERING FRESHMAN WILL BE FORCED INTO
THE HONORS PROGRAM, The option must be his* after he is invited to become
an Honors student and informed that admission is open to only a small number
of students,
II,

Transfer Students
Each case will'be considered on an ad hoe basis by a subcommittee of
the Honors Council* working under the direction of the Director of the Honors
Program, The committee will set up guidelines for making decisions about
all transfer students. In general* decisions will be based on knowledge of
the student’s past academic record and his general competence.
Transfer students will be admitted into the Program at any time up to
the beginning of their junior year,

III,

Foreign Students
Procedures similar to those applicable for transfer students will be
established, with one additional criterion; proficiency in both written
and oral English, Any foreign student who lacks such proficiency will not
be admitted into the Honors Program, no matter how knowledgeable he is and
no matter how brilliant his record,

IV,

Provisions for dropping out of or enrolling in the Honors Program
date.

at a later

Any student may drop out of the Program at any time* with the understand
ing that the credits he has earned in Honors courses will be applied toward
university requirements for graduation.
Students currently in residence may enter the Program no later than the
beginning of their junior year. Criteria for permission to enroll as Honors
students will be a high cumulative grade point average of 3 . 0 covering their
total record at MSU to date and an equally high grade point average in their
major* if they have already selected one. In addition, they must present
letters of recommendation from their adviser and their department chairman
or Dean* if they have already chosen a major, SINCE STUDENTS BLOSSOM
INTELLECTUALLY AT DIFFERENT AGES, NO STUDENT SHALL BE DENIED ADMISSION TO
THE HONORS PROGRAM AT ANY TIME DURING HIS FIRST TWO YEARS, IF HE HAS PROVEN
HIS ABILITY AS AN OUTSTANDING STUDENT,
Provision for entrance into the program will be established for the
erratic student who shows striking promise* but has not yet acquitted him
self academically. The demands of Honors courses may be exactly the stimulus
he needs for successful college work on any level. Such cases will be con
sidered on an ad hoc basis by a subcommittee of the Honors Council and the
Director of the Honors Program, The essential requirement will be letters
of recommendation from faculty members convinced that the student is a good risk,

-13V,

Requirements for remaining in the Program,
To remain in good standing* the honors student must maintain a
cumulative GPA of 3,0 and satisfactory performance in all the Honors
courses he enrolls in. The student must also enroll in all Honors
courses required of him by the Honors Council and by the department
or school in which he is majoring0

ADMINISTRATION OF THE HONORS PROGRAM
The administration of the Honors Program shall be placed in the hands
of a Director* whose teaching load shall be reduced sufficiently so that
he can oversee the entire program* and of the Honors Council* which shall
consist of three representatives each from the arts faculty* the science
faculty and the schools faculty.
The principal responsibilities of the Honors Council shall be* in
cooperation with the Director* the establishment of policy guidelines
dealing with such matters as;

1 , the admission of students into the program;
2 , the dropping of students from the program;

3, the awarding of Honors degrees to students who have
successfully completed the program;
lio the encouragement of Honors courses within the departments
and schools and of interdisciplinary courses;
5 , the
evaluation and approval or disapproval ofcourses
proposed by the departments and schools for designation
as Honors courses;
6 , the recruitment of faculty into the program;
7 , ad hoc evaluations of individual students* when the need
arises;
8 , the preparation of budgetary recommendations;and
9 , periodic review of the program.

The day to day administration of the Program in all of its phases shall
be the primary responsibility of the Director, Ordinary decision-making*
grounded in policies established by the Honors Council* shall be his 0
For decision-making that involves fundamental issues that go beyond the
reasonable province of the Director and the Honors Council* the Director
and the Honors Council shall rely upon consultation with appropriate
faculty and administrative bodies. In all matters of curriculum* the
Director and the Honors Council will be guided by the actions and recommenda
tions of the Curriculum Committee and the Faculty Senate,
It will also be the responsibility of the Director to maintain close
touch with individual Honors Students* not only to keep morale high* but

y* 7

-11;to be alert to and responsive toward student reaction to the Program and
its needso The Director will, further, be responsible for the advising
process for Honors students for maintaining liaison with the departments
and schools, for advertising the Honors Program across the state, and for
seeking the cooperation of high school administrators in the recruitment
of desirable students into the program,,
Walter N„ King, Chairman
Robert B 0 Ammons
William R„ Ballard
Linus J o Carleton
John P, Krier
R. Keith Osterheld
Vernon F„ Snow
John J„ Taylor
John L„ Wailes
Ellis Waldron
Eugene Weigel
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INTEHSCKOLASTIC COMMITTEE
Professor Charles F. Hertler, Chairman

The 59th annual Interscholastic program was held on May 21 and 22.
A total of 987 high school students participated in programs of com
petition in track and field, golf and tennis. Participation was broken
down as follows:
Track and Field Events
9 class
22 class
38 class
class

AA schools -

62 participants
A schools - 180 participants
B schools - 230 participants
C schools - 213 participants

Golf
Boys'

36 schools

-

138 participants

13 schools

-

36 participants

18 schools

-

60 participants

19 schools

-

68 participants

Girls 1

Tennis
Boys'

Girls'

This year the Speech and Little Theatre phases of the program were
lost to other cities of the state. It is regretted that the continuance
of the program, founded and fostered by the University, is now subject to
will of the members of the Montana High School Association. ¥ith the
construction of better track facilities in other cities, pressures are
being brought to bear for the rotation of the track program. However, there
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is strong support in the Association, because of the smoothness and
efficiency with which the program has been conducted, to keep the Meet in
Missoula. The request by the University for the 1966 Meet has been granted
by the Association.
The Interscholastic Meet is entirely self-supporting, costing approxi
mately $J|000. to put on and relying solely on gate receipts for its support.
The cooperation of the Missoula Chamber of Commerce and the Missoula busi
ness men has been a key factor in the financial success of the program.
Increased costs of materials and in particular the increased charges of our
Maintenance Department are making it more difficult to operate without a
deficit.
This year a very successful program of window decoration was instituted.
Twelve business firms each dedicated a window to displays from high schools.
It is hoped to expand this program for 1966.
The Montana State university traditions board promoted a very success
ful. program of selecting queens from high school candidates. This program,
too, shall continue and will serve to increase the high school participation
in the program. It also serves to bring our own student body into the
Interscholastic program.

Recommendations are being made to the High School Association to improve
the handling of the golf program. Some criticism has been given of John
Lester's management of this phase of the program, and we do not want to lose
the golf as we have Speech and Drama. Steps are being taken to rectify our
difficulties in this area.
The Interscholastic program has always served as a good public relations
media for the University. fifty nine years of operation makes it one of the
oldest traditions of the campus and the community. The actual conducting
of the program Is carried out by the staff of the Health and Physical
Education Department with the assistance of a few other faculty members.
R.O.T.C. has always cooperated In the opening ceremonies. With R.O.T.C. be
coming voluntary, there may be a change in provision of a marching band for
the 1966 Meet.

To keep this meet as a "Missoula" program is going to require continued
support and interest of the University Administration, faculty and students
and of the Missoula community itself.

O

LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES COM M ITTEE
Professor Marguerite H . Ephron, Chairman

During the academic year 1964-65, the Library and Archives Committee
was increased in membership by the addition of an ex-officio representative
of Friends of the Library in accordance with new administrative policy.
(Professor Walter Brown was selected by Friends of the Library.) In March,
following the suggestion of an Ad Hoc Committee on book allocations, two
additional m e m b e r s representing the schools were added. (Professors
Kempner and Merriam served in this capacity.)
Throughout Au t u m n Quarter the committee discussed with Dean
Thompson at length many facets of the present operation and status of
the library and further possibilities in the matter of staff, operation, needs
for physical expansion, etc.
The committee approved an interim policy submitted by Dean Thompson
relevant to the departmental loan of books and periodicals. The proposal
to discontinue the Library Service major as an undergraduate degree in favor
of a Liberal Arts major with electives offered in Library Service courses
was unanimously approved, provided that it in no way prejudices the future
establishment of a library program at the Master’s level.
In accordance with the recommendations of the special committee to
review the background, procedure, and methods of book and periodical allocations
to schools and departments, weekly meetings were held throughout the entire
Spring Quarter with deans of schools and department chairmen to discuss
the detailed reports previously submitted by each of them to Dean Thompson
and to gather any further information which could be of help in the allocation
of money for the year 1965-66. Following these meetings, additional dis
cussion, and revision of the proposed allocations, the committee concurred
with the proposals of Dean Thompson. The budget accepted represents in
some instances a considerable realignment of allocations in comparison with
those of former years.
In the course of discussions with deans of schools and department
chairmen, several points became increasingly evident and seem, of the utmost
importance for the future welfare of the University:
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1. There has in the past undoubtedly not been enough cooperation
between departments and schools in the purchase o£ books, periodi
cals, etc., where such material was of value in two or more fields
and could be purchased on a cooperative basis. Consideration of such
purchases among departments should be encouraged in the future.
2. The time has come when the total budget for book and periodical
allocations must be sharply increased, at least doubled or tripled,
if the University is to compete in even a minimal way with other
comparable institutions. The rapidly expanding student body, in
creased staff, new course offerings, greater proportion of graduate
work offered, and the almost incredible increase in publications in
every discipline make this mandatory. A few examples ma y suffice.
N e w courses are being offered in virtually every department (e.g*,
paleobotany and linguistics), and these necessitate usually the purchase
of almost an entirely new collection of books and frequently of
expensive serials. Such division of departments as the newly-created
Speech Pathology and Audiology necessitate a completely new allocation,
and in this specific instance there had been no indication of this
additional need until the committee conferences with the department
head. The development of such a discipline means an almost un
limited need for library funds for several years. It seems evident
that several departments have felt strongly that it is impossible
for t h e m to consider seriously the development of a Ph.D. program.,
even in a very limited way, unless available funds for library pur
chases are increased many times. It was the opinion of these department
heads, as well as of the committee, that library holdings mus t be
evaluated very carefully and then increased very considerably before
any new programs or degrees are submitted for approval. The state
men t was mad e by some department chairmen that part or most of
the holdings in their areas were pitifully inadequate for undergraduate
work of quality, let alone research on the graduate level. This also
means that no serious offering of an honors program, can be considered
unless the library holdings are extensively increased.
3. The present condition of library holdings and prospects for the
immediate future, unless money for acquisitions is substantially
increased, have also an important bearing upon the problems of staff
recruitment and retention of valuable faculty members. Again,
department chairmen often cited instances— sorne of them within
recent months— in which a good candidate for the faculty refused to
consider appointment here because his own research interests were
in areas in which our library was totally inadequate, or because he
felt that the library in his area of teaching was impossibly meager.
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In other instances this lack has been a factor in failing to hold staff
me m b e r s here who are active in research.
While the committee realizes that the budget for M.S.U. is necessarilylimited and the demands made upon it must be realistic, the almost unanimous
consensus which was apparent as a result of our series of interviews forces
the committee to urge that every possible measure be employed to ensure
a greatly increased budget for the library. This undoubtedly entails impressing
the entire state and the legislature with the imperative need. Only if this
becomes a reality can we hope to continue to give Montana students an
adequate education and have some hopes of realizing the dream, of quality
education in the future.
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PUBLIC EXERCISES COMMITTEE
Earl C . Lory
Chairman

The Public Exercises and Visiting Lecturers Committee has completed a verysatisfactory year during 196 ^- 1965 . Meetings were held approximately bimonthly
on Wednesday noons. The usual difficulty of finding a meeting time at which
all members of the committee were free of classes was encountered, as some mem
bers of the faculty and students had noon classes during each quarter. Mr.
Arnon Gutfeld, Chairman of the Visiting Lecturers Committee and Vice-chairman
of the Public Exercises Committee was very effective in organizing the students
and getting their cooperation.
The students were responsible for all posters,
publicity in the Kaimin, distribution of programs and arrangements for dinners
for the entertainment of visiting lecturers.
Fourteen lectureres were sponsored by the Public Exercises and Visiting
Lecturers Committee during the year. A listing of the lecturers and the
estimated audience follows:
Estimated
Attendance
1.

Dr. Nicholas Nyardi, Director, The School, of International Studies,
Bradley University.
"Shall We Survive?" - October 2, 196k.

^00

2.

The Honorable Mark Hatfield, Governor of Oregon. "The Dialogue
Between Government and Education" - October 27, 196^.

^00

3-

The Right Reverend James Albert Pike, Episcopal Bishop of
California.
"A Time for Christian Candor" - November 5,

500

k.

Dr. William Mulloy, Professor of Anthropology, University of
Wyoming.
"The Restoration of Ahu Akivi" - November 30, I 96U.

200

5-

Mr. Gordon D. Hall. "From Left to Right, An Analysis of the
American Political Spectrum" - January 20, 1965 .

kOO

6.

Dr. Leon H. Johnson, President, Montana State College.
"The
72nd Anniversary of Montana State University" - February 17, 1965-

500

7-

Miss Aline Mosby, United Press International Correspondent.
"A Woman Reporter in Moscow" - February 26, 1965 .

200

8. Mr. Eric Salmon, Director of Theatre Outlook.
Still Angry?" - March 2, 1965-

O

196^.

"Are the Young Men

200

